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	[image: ]CompTIA Security+ Deluxe Study Guide, 9780470372968 (0470372966), Sybex, 2008
CompTIA Security+ Deluxe Study Guide gives you complete coverage of the Security+ exam objectives with clear and concise information on crucial security topics. Learn from practical examples and insights drawn from real-world experience and review your newly acquired knowledge with cutting-edge exam preparation software, including a test engine and electronic flashcards. Find authoritative coverage of key topics like general security concepts, communication security, infrastructure security, the basics of cryptography and operational and organizational security. The Deluxe edition contains a bonus exam, special Security Administrators’ Troubleshooting Guide appendix, and 100 pages of additional hands-on exercises.     

Deluxe Edition of our top-selling CompTIA Security+ Study Guide

Prepare for CompTIA's new Security+ exam (SY0-201) with this Deluxe Edition of Sybex's popular CompTIA Security+ Study Guide. In addition to comprehensive coverage of exam essentials, the Deluxe Edition includes over one hundred additional pages of hands-on exercises, four practice exams, a list of useful acronyms any security professional should be familiar with, and a valuable Security Administrator's Troubleshooting Guide. Start your Security+ preparation today with:      

	
    Full coverage of all exam objectives in a systematic approach, so you can be confident you're getting the instruction you need for the exam      	

    
	
    More than one hundred extra pages of practical, hands-on exercises to reinforce critical skills      	

    
	
    A valuable Security Administrator's Troubleshooting Guide you can use in the field      	

    
	
    Real-world scenarios that put what you've learned in the context of actual job roles      	

    
	
    Four complete practice exams as well as challenging review questions to prepare you for exam day      	

    
	
    Exam Essentials, a key feature in each chapter that identifies critical areas you must become proficient in before taking the exam      	

    
	
    A handy tear card that maps every official exam objective to the corresponding chapter in the book, so you can track your exam prep objective by objective      

    


Look inside for complete coverage of all exam objectives.     

       About the Author
   

Emmett Dulaney is an assistant professor at Anderson University. He has written several certification books on Windows, Security, IT project management, and UNIX, and is coauthor of two of Sybex's leading certification titles: CompTIA A+ Complete Study Guide and CompTIA Security+ Study Guide, Third Edition. He is also a well-known certification columnist for Redmond magazine and CertCities.com.
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Create Your Own Hedge Fund: Increase Profits and Reduce Risks with ETFs and Options (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
"Options writing made simple for the layman."
    —James Altucher, author of Trade Like a Hedge Fund    

"One of the clearest explanations of how to use options as they were originally intended: as a component of an overall strategy in conjunction with other positions."
    —Robert V. Green,...
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Atlas of Intestinal StomasSpringer, 2012

	     Designed to provide a highly visual reference for surgeons and other members of the patient management team, Atlas of Intestinal Stomas is based on the 1967 gold standard text, Turnbull and Weakly’s Atlas of Intestinal Stomas.  Additions include chapters on anatomy and physiology, biliary stomas,...
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Scaling Your Node.js Apps: Progress Your Personal Projects to Production-ReadyApress, 2018

	
		Take your Node.js application into production-ready status, capable of scaling up to whatever your needs might be. You'll discover that architecting for successful, popular sites is an essential tool of any professional Node.js developer, and learning to scale your own applications is a great place to start.

	
		Using...
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Multimedia Image and Video Processing, Second Edition (Image Processing Series)CRC Press, 2012


	We have witnessed significant advances in multimedia research and applications due to

	the rapid increase in digital media, computing power, communication speed, and storage

	capacity. Multimedia has become an indispensable aspect in contemporary daily life,

	and we can feel its presence in many applications ranging from online...
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Android Development Tools for EclipsePackt Publishing, 2013

	The increase in Android’s popularity with every passing day cannot be understated. This has resulted in a large programmer base willing to contribute to its success. Eclipse has a powerful IDE and has been adopted widely by programmers across the globe. The focus of ADT is to use existing familiar territory and ease development of...
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MCSD Analyzing Requirements and Defining .NET Solutions Architectures Study Guide (Exam 70-300 (Certification Press)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Based on 300,000+ hours of IT training experience,  this Study Guide provides 100% coverage of all objectives for exam 70-310.  Coverage includes the .NET Framework, Visual Studio .NET, creating physical  designs, developing solution concepts, and more.

	100% Complete Coverage—All official test...
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